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Background 
The South African National Blood Service (SANBS) excludes HIV positive donations by performing pre-donation 
questioning of all donors and screens all donations for HIV antibody and HIV RNA by nucleic acid testing (NAT) in 
parallel. This testing algorithm allows the identification of prevalent HIV infections (antibody+/NAT+), incident HIV 
infections (antibody-/NAT+) and potential HIV elite controllers (antibody+/NAT-). HIV elite controllers (EC) maintain 
HIV viral load at very low levels without any antiretroviral therapy, presumably due to inherent immune response. 
During counselling and recruitment of potential EC into a cohort study, there was anecdotal disclosure by potential 
EC of prior knowledge of HIV infection and antiretroviral therapy (ART) use at the time of donation. 
 
Aims 
The aim of this study was to understand the extent of this "false EC" phenomenon and generate hypotheses for its 
genesis and prevention. 
 
Methods 
Blood donations were tested for HIV antibody (PRISM, Abbott) and HIV RNA using individual donation NAT 
(Procleix, Grifols). Stored plasma of donations that tested as potential EC was tested for five ART drugs using 
qualitative liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (sensitivity 0.02 µg/mL). We compared the frequency 
of "false EC" against blood drive characteristics, small donor incentives and the temporal trend of ART rollout in 
South Africa using chi-square, Fisher exact and trend tests. 
 
Results 
From 2010-2015, SANBS identified 152 HIV antibody+/NAT- donors as potential EC and sent stored plasma 
samples from these donations for ART drug testing. Unexpectedly, 103 (67.8%) had detectable levels of ART drugs 
(88 Efavirenz, 9 Nevirapine, 6 Lopinavir, 0 Darunavir, 0 Atazanavir,) and were therefore considered "false EC"; the 
remaining 49 (0.56% of all HIV infections identified) were considered true EC. There was no difference in the 
occurrence of false EC at fixed (46%) vs. mobile (58%) blood drives (p=0.14) nor during periods in which small 
gifts were offered (75%) or not offered (63%) to encourage blood donation [p=0.76]. There was a trend toward 
increasing frequency of false vs. true EC by year from 2010 through 2015 [p= 0.057], coinciding with the number 
of South Africans receiving ART. 
 
Conclusion 
False EC due to undisclosed ART use, represent a large and growing proportion of all potential EC identified in 
South Africa. The phenomenon does not seem to be associated with small blood donation incentives but may be 
increasing as ART coverage increases in South Africa. With the advent of ART initiation at diagnosis, the risk of 
seroreversion may be a threat to blood safety as HIV positive donors on treatment may test antibody- /NAT-.  
Finally, other countries with hyper endemic HIV burdens and good ART coverage may experience false EC with 
implications for HIV research and risk to blood safety. 
 


